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We are all aware that many of us implant users have
problems with listening to music, quite apart from
any issues on performance with telephone usage
and still further the basic requirement of speech
communication. As reported in the Summer Edition
only 40% of users regularly listen to music and 35%
never bother at all presumably because of their poor
reception and lack of enjoyment. So why is this?

We’re told that it’s all down to the technicalities of
trying to digitally reproduce the fine detail of music
that is contained within the temporal envelopes of
the waveforms that we receive and this affects the
the ability to perceive pitch. When many people are
speaking at the same time we already have problems
in segregating the different streams of information
that overlap and occlude each other. With music it is
worse because we have to deal withmultiple streams
of information from differing instruments. We are
aware that all the manufacturers are striving to
improve their processing strategies in order to
overcome these problems. Yet it is worth considering
some of the fundamental matters that are concerned
in this subject.

A key characteristic is the frequency range of all the
sounds that a normal hearing person is capable of
recognising. For young people this can range from as
low as 25 Hz up to 18,000 Hz, a very wide spectrum
indeed. Figure 1 shows frequency ranges of various
instruments that are used to create music. For
example the standard piano ranges from 27 Hz up to
4186 Hz and the cello from 70Hz to 700 Hz. For
human singing voices the range is from 80 Hz to 500
Hz for men and 230 Hz to 1100 Hz for ladies.

There are however, some basic limitations which
must be recognised in our current processor systems.
Firstly the frequency range of the microphone which
varies, between manufacturers, from a low of 100 Hz
up to 8700 Hz. So immediately we’ve already lost
some low frequencies (see below) and a lot of the
higher frequencies where the harmonics of musical
instruments feature.

Different frequencies are located at different lengths
along the human cochlea which, curled like a snail,
has a linear length of some 31mm with the higher
frequencies been detected near the round window,
adjacent to themiddle ear, and the lower frequencies
at the innermost end of the cochlea. The first
complete turn of cochlea is at a depth of 18 mm
which corresponds to a frequency of 700 Hz, the
second turn is at the depth of 26 mm which
corresponds to a frequency of 180 Hz and the final
turn ends at 31 mm being the lowest frequency. The
distribution of these frequencies along the cochlea is
not however linear but logarithmic. The band 20,000
Hz down to 7000Hz occurs in the first 3 to 4 mm! The
active length of the implanted electrode array varies,
between manufacturers, from 17 mm to 26 mm.
The area next to the round window where the
insertion begins is often the most damaged from the
trauma of the operation with a loss of neural survival
here so the first active electrode point is typically
placed at about 3 mm, a frequency point of some
7000Hz.

CI users can usually identify different instruments
when each is played alone. Problems arise however
with multiple instruments. Every musical instrument
has a basic sound or pitch which is known as its
fundamental and all instruments are capable of
generating harmonics which are multiples of the
fundamental. It is the interplay of these harmonics
not just by one instrument but with a group of
instruments that generates complex waveforms
which gives music its wonderful richness and depth
of expression which produces such gloriously
pleasurable emotions.

Problems with Music

Fig 1
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Music preceded speech in evolution according to
Darwin and our minds and brains are the product of
millions of years of evolution. The sensory perception
of sound developed in primates before vocalisation,
still less speech. Sound perception is part of our
primordial origins. The cochlea is fully formed at 22
weeks of gestation and illustrates the early
evolutionary need for a hearing system.The brains
music system appears to operate with functional
independence from its language system. Music is
hard wired into the brain and music listening
engages nearly every area of the brain and involves
nearly every neural system.

Music is part of the fabric of everyday life. As stated
by Confucius “Music produces the kind of pleasure
that human beings cannot do without “. If beauty is
in the eye of the beholder then music is in the ear of
the listener.No known human culture at any time in
recorded history has lackedmusic. What goes into the
ear comes out of the brain and even for normal hearing
people, without memory that would be nomusic.

Music is organised sound as, based on experience, as
we expect certain pitches and rhythms.The
frequency of a sound wave is a physical measurable
quantity (Hz) whereas pitch is a subjective quality.
Pitch is an internal quality of the perception of the
frequency of the sound waves from vibrating
molecules of air. Pitch is one of the primary means by
which emotion is conveyed.

Music is concerned with information so why does
some music move us so yet others leaves us
untouched. Some people are said to be tone deaf
and have difficulty in relating to music. And fewer
still proportionally suffer from amusia in that they
find music actively unpleasant. It is the impact of
overall sound rather than the lyrics, the chords or the
instruments that engages our attention.

The seven major elements of music are pitch,
rhythm, timbre, loudness, contour, tempo, melody;
music is based on the relationship of these elements-
see Figure 2.

The contour of a melody — how it rises and falls in
pitch — is one of the most important clues for
memory and recognition. Variations in contour can
identify a piece of music through melodic motion,
whether the pitch goes up (U), down (D) or is
repeated (R). The sequence of U, D and R is known as
Parson’s Code and has successfully identified tens of
thousands of musical works within a pattern of just
15 such notations (URURUDD etc).

The fundamental frequency is the vibration of a
system as a whole. Where there are several
simultaneous modes of vibration, the note of lowest
pitch is the fundamental which is overlaid with
harmonics. The brain can resolve a complex tone
into its harmonic components. Grouping is an
automatic brain process in which the auditory
system exploits the harmonic series in grouping
sounds together and pitch is a strong factor in
grouping together with tempo and timbre.

The brain can create a ‘missing’ fundamental by
restoration. Because of the non linearity of the ear, it
is capable of creating subjective tones which arise
when two different frequencies are heard
simultaneously and the difference between them is
heard a separate frequency. So a 400 Hz and a 500 Hz
tone are heard together with a 100 Hz tone. Complex
tones are built up out of harmonics and in some
cases the fundamental may be missing but the ear
will create its own subjective fundamental. Thus the
ear can ‘fill in’ the frequencies which are outside the
limits of one’s CI processor.

So what does this all mean for us implant users who
no longer have a natural hearing mechanism. We
havemicrophones which receive soundwaves which
are digitally processed to excite electrodes within
the cochlea which stimulate nerve endings and
generate a sensation of sound within the brain. The
important word here is the brain. Although we have
lost our natural hearing function our brains are still
capable of experiencing sound and for those who are
deafened (as opposed to being born deaf) the
historical memory of sounds and themusic remain in
one’s brain and are capable of being regenerated if
appropriately stimulated.

Pitch - is the frequency of a sound; its note; its tone

Rhythm - refers to the length of a series of notes

Timbre - is the tonal colour of an instrument or voice

Loudness - is the volume strength measured in dB

Contour - is the rise and fall in pitch

Tempo - is the pace of the music- its pulse

Melody - is the main theme of a musical piece
Fig 2


